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Abstract

The existence of charge operators associated with integral: 

of local densities in the (Nightman) framework of quantum field 

theory, in the presence of explicit symmetry breaking, can be 

demonstrated in certain cases. Their construction, in terms oi 

null-plane integrals, is rather delicate. The possibility that 

a finite number of null-plane charges, which includes the 

Poincarg generators, close on an algebra whose irreducible repre

sentations contain particles with different masses is con

sidered' domain problems are shown to invalidate the basic hy

potheses of the O'Raifeartaigh theorem. Null-plane Fourier 

transforms, which enter into the discussion of current algebra 

at infinite momentum, are also studied. It is shown that sins 

behavior is the maximal growth of high energy off mass shell 

amplitudes consistent with the existence of aull-plane c h a r g e s  

and null-plane Fourier transforms. Under the assumption that 

asymptotic states exist, these results also hold in the case of 

spontaneously broken chiral symmetry, with massless pseudoscalar 

Goldstone bosons.
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The existence of charge operators associated with integrals 

of local densities in the (Nightman) framework of quantum field 

theory, in the presence of explicit symmetry breaking, can be 

demonstrated in certain cases.* Their construction, in terms of 

null-plane integrals, is rather delicate. The possibility that 

a finite number of null-plane charges, which includes the 

Poincar^ generators, close on an algebra whose irreducible repre

sentations contain particles with different masses is con- 

sidered , domain problems are shown to invalidate the basic hy

potheses of the O’Raifeartaigh theorem. Null-plane Fourier 

transforms, which enter into the discussion of current algebra 

at infinite momentum, are also studied. It is shown that sins 

behavior is the maximal growth of high energy off mass shell 

amplitudes consistent with the existence of null-plane charge 

and null-plane Fourier transforms. Under the assumption that 

asymptotic states exist, these results also hold in the case of 

spontaneously broken chiral symmetry, with massless pseudoscalar 

Goldstone bosons.

Let us first consider the integrated local density

j(n,eR) « /d4xj(x°,x)n('c°)eR (x) , (l)

/1 x f v
where 9r(x) = 0 1 —jj— 1 is a family of infinitely differentiable

0 1 fx®i
functions with compact support, and n^(x ) * fn \'T') a family 

of infinitely differentiable fast decreasing functions. The

sesquilinear form (s.q.f.) (for example, for j® the fourth com 

ponent of a four-vector)

2

lim (An,j°(nT ,eR)Bn) (2) 
T-0,R-m» 1

where SI is the cyclic vacuum state and An e (quasi local

states) defines an operator Q only if vacuum annihilation holds:

lim limt«, [j°(nT ,0R) »A]£2) = 0 (3)
T-*(l 1

which, by Coleman's theorem, implies that “ 0* For the

case of broken symmetry, where f 0 or (3) does not hold,

we study the null-plane integrals (m is a set of tensor indices)

tm (nT ,eR) » /dx*dx"d2x"L tm (x)nT (x+)6R (x".x1) , (4)

on a domain D+ dense in D^n , ^out fwe shall assume a mass gap 

unless otherwise stated; D+ have three-momentu* wave functions 

which are infinitely differentiable, with compact support, and 

every pair of particles is disjoint in velocity space). Vacuum 

annihilation follows easily from the spectral representation.

 ̂ + J-
For * roany-particle states (p - (p ,p )), consider

(♦.*■(*)«.) - J L pi " d ♦*(p1 --pn )*(pn 4 l --pn .k )

out

2pl''2pn*k

( i y - P n ltm (x)|pn + 1 --pn+k) in , (5)
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and define the for* factor

o u t ^ - ^ ' ^ i W - P n . k X n  ’ ~ l  c i q‘*F* < « * i V - i W  *

«»}
n n»k

where q » J p. ■ J p The limits of the matrix elements 
i»l j*n»l }

of (4) can then be taken using the smoothness of f®. The s.q.f. 

l»a(«,tBi{-) then defines a charge if it is continuous in $. It 

is sufficient to show that 2i»Jlt*(nT ,0R)*J| * b(*) < ». To do 

this, one defines the absorptive part (q *• j-C<jj*qj))

and, with the polarisation tensors assume the asymptotic

form

V(s<,rt) * I c*0 ,ql)tP{T.q:)V*n va<«,-)a ^ ‘>(]n<}*)1,l<j2) . (8) 
m.n

1 2 
where Q * ~(q,-qj) and a < 1 , y < 2 at Q * 0 (unitarity bands).

Kc may then invert (8) with the result

vBn * I cSrc*(X,q1Jc"(T.q;!)V(sJ.rT) (9)
s f r

anJ take the (off-sholl) limits Q2 • 0, q2 , q2 , q|“, q£ 0 

(R * “). To susuaarize our conclusions, it is convenient to ex

press m in terras of null-plane indices, », -, 1, 2, and suppose

4

a i 0, Then, null-plane charges exist for "very good" tensors 

(two or more • indices in excess of - indices) for « < 1 , and 

for '‘good'* (one » index in excess) tensors for o < 1. For a * 1, 

good tensors do not lead to a charge if t(0 ) •' 1 (thi« is shown 

by considering a sequence xn “ lwo P*r*icl*

states, for which (*n ,j%«) * « as a *  if y(0) > 1). Hence, 

we obtain the band sins for the existence of charges associated 

to non-conserved currents. For "bad" tensors (no ♦ excess) or 

"very bad" tensors (excess of - indices}, null-plane charges do 

not exist even if o < 1 (exceptions: free field bilinears,

♦ components of conserved currents, tensors with explicit x* 

factor). The null-plane charges defined in this way are sym

metric on D^UO. (given the usual properties of the local den

sities) .

O ’Raifeartaigh'* proved the following result:

Let (Qj) represent the finite Lie algebra, which includes 

the Poincar# and an internal symmetry algebra, Iq^q^J ■

' ^ k ' 4* ' i,v lhc ***** lV Qj 5ctCijkqk on* >  V

(one particle state) satisfy (P2 - * 0, and for all i,

B(P)QjC(PHa 2 be defined, where B, C are any polynomials in Pu .

Then, (P2 - * Z>Qi«'w 2 * such #m2 are dense inXm z, then

J(m2 is invariant under (Qj).

We have seen that the construction of charges in quantum

field theory is rather delicate. The proof of O'Raifeartaigh

2 2 N
utilizes nilpotence to show that (P - m ) * 0. For

» c 0t(P )N ). '*m2 c K b 2 0  D.> lira tm (nT ,0R )Ktm 2) tll$||K
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is viol&'ed for finite N (take * - t*(nr ,0- H  2 as a bounded
a \

sequence tor t" very good, and $ £ « ? [ , for t* good). 

One can attempt to extend Qj to a dense invariant don*in ft which 

does not contain D.UD, in the following way. Suppose Ot)(Q*5 > o 

Let be syawotric extensions of the null-plane charges to 

DU(D.UD.), where D C  ftDfQ^Xi^UO.. Then, for (P1 • ar)S« t 1), 

nitpotcnce i»plies

t(P2 * * 2) * M i V } * 0 . (10)

Sincc, however, the restriction of i-J to D is not necessarily 

essentially- self-adjoint, and the lioit t • leading to a

negative conclusion on aass-splitting for discrete eigenstates, 

aay not be possible to carry 'vit («• «ay not be in the closure
»

of the restricted operator). The Fiato-Siernhei*er* counter- 

examples satisfy (10) for ft * 2. Translation invariar.ee of £J 

would imply, by a theore* of Segal, that (I’*' • a')** is essen

tially self-adjoint.S

The assumption of algebraic structures of the following 

fora (not equivalent to the usual definition of representations 

of tie algebras)

li»(MQi>tl.QK „I*) • »Cijk U»(«,Qk , (11) 

for « O^j or D#UP_, or

b

for fr,** t 0.U0 ,. lead to a negative conclusion for *ass• 

splitting on discrete eigenstates.

*• finally turn to a consideration of Fourier transforas 

of the for*

1 io(x,/d1**^ ’ ,x"Nê  '* j# ( * H )  U J )

the associated generators have application lo current algebra. 

Using the technique* obtained above, one finds ihat k^ t Q re

places a aass gap ia the convergence of the s.q.f. and vacuun 

annihilation (assuming t)jn , can be constructed in the ab

sence of a nass gap). In the sufficient condition for con

structing a charge when kA « 0 in the absence of a «ass gap, 

involving cxaaination of an amplitude, there is a possible di

vergence at t • 0 due to the t-channel cut, unless the double 

spectral function s>(*,t « 0) » 0 for all s (we just consider 

currents j* here), since kA * 0 permits * singular deneainator. 

It has been shown,7 however, using dispersion relations and two- 

body unitarity, that the Alder icros in the case of chiral cur

rent conservation «ith aassless- pioAP’JJfhas such a line of seros 

exists. Hence the chiral charge can be deftnrd in the pretencc 

of spontaneous ryaaetry breaking. The technique that we have
J

foi lowed t> in agrt-eacfit wjih the conjecture of C a r t n :  et a j .
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